BENEFICIARY VISIT REPORT
NAME OF THE NGO:Voluntary Health Association of Tripura
NGO ID:862
Transaction Id DO Name

Beneficiary
Name

Status

Date of
Verification

Remarks

Met Raju, Deep and Sagar.
Rohini V
They confirmed that they live at
Anwesha and are well taken
care of. They also get 3 meals a
day
Met Raju, Deep and Sagar.
Rohini V
They confirmed that they are in
Grade 3. They take tuitions for
Math Science and English

MDO-0348/001

Provide safe and loving care to Anwesha
approx 60 children in crisis or Home
orphans by sponsoring one
third of the daily expenses

Success

12-Jun-2015

MDO-0349/001

Be one of 5 donors to support
the daily coaching in
English/Math/Science for
approx. 60 children in crisis or
orphans
Provide dinner to a poor child
in school

Anwesha
Home

Success

12-Jun-2015

Amit Tripura

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO-0137/12

Provide dinner to a poor child
in school

Agina Tripura

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO-0139/10

Provide a poor child with a hot Amit Tripura
breakfast

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO-0139/11

Provide a poor child with a hot Agina Tripura
breakfast

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO0202_016/016

Provide a very poor child living Amit Mog
in a remote area with a decent
education

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO0203_005/005

Provide a very poor child living Amit Mog
in a remote area with a healthy
midday lunch at school

Success

13-Jun-2015

MDO-0137/10

TRNProvide a poor physically
0004333055/TD- challenged person with a
0004596340
Wheel Chair

Sudhir
Chandra Das

Success

12-Jun-2015

TRNProvide a poor physically
0004310183/TD- challenged person with a
0004570894
Wheel Chair

Anjali Dey

Success

12-Jun-2015

TRNSponsor a Cataract surgery for Shishubala
0004533531/TD- a poor elderly person at VHAT
0004827432
Eye Hospital

Success

12-Jun-2015

TRN0004602036/TD0004907432
TRN0004601901/TD0004907231

Provide food to an orphan or
child in crisis for a month

Deep Mandal

Success

12-Jun-2015

Provide food to an orphan or
child in crisis for a month

Raju Mandal

Success

12-Jun-2015

Amit Tripura confirmed that he
gets all the three meals and
snacks in the school. He stays
in the hostel and showed me his
room.
Agina Tripura confirmed that he
gets all the three meals and
snacks in the school. He stays
in the hostel and showed me his
room.
Amit Tripura confirmed that he
gets all the three meals and
snacks in the school. He stays
in the hostel and showed me his
room.
Agina Tripura confirmed that he
gets all the three meals and
snacks in the school. He stays
in the hostel and showed me his
room.
Amit Mog confirmed that he
gets lunch at school. He doesn't
pay anything to the school.
Visited his house which is made
of mud. They come from a very
poor family and his dad is a
daily wage worker.
Amit Mog confirmed that he
gets lunch at school. He doesn't
pay anything to the school.
Visited his house which is made
of mud. They come from a very
poor family and his dad is a
daily wage worker.
Sudhir is above 80 years old
and is bedridden. I have seen
the wheel chair & it is in good
condition. One follow up visit is
done by NGO. He did not pay
anything for the wheel chair.
Anjali is above 80 years old and
is bedridden. I have seen the
wheel chair & it is in good
condition. One follow up visit is
done by NGO. She did not pay
anything for the wheel chair.
Shishubala confirmed that she
got a cataract surgery done at
VHAT and showed me the
receipt. She did not pay
anything and was given free
transport also
Deep Mandal confirmed that he
gets 3 meals and is studying in
Grade 3
Raju Mandal confirmed that he
gets 3 meals and is studying in
Grade 3
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